Question and Answer of group discussion
The facilitator has prepared 3 groups and there are 6 questions for group discussion:
1- Why they doing Sala Phoum?
2- What they don’t like about Sala Phoum?
3- How does Sala Phoum benefit to villagers?
4- Do they have lesson learn from Sala Phoum?
5- How does Sala Phoum developing (more topics, more villages, link with other
countries) through the presentation have?
6- What is research result on fish species and plant?
Group1: there are 08 members

1- Why they like doing Sala Phoum?
A:- Build up capacity to people in villages on the decrease and increase of fish
species and plants.
- Documentation on fish species and plants for future.
2- What they do not like about Sala Phoum?
A: Group discussion interesting for Sala Phoum Project.
3- How does Sala Phoum benefit to villagers?
A: Sala Phoum is useful such as:
- The research of fish species and plants.
- Preservation and conservation fish species and plants.
- Build up capacity to villagers
4- What they have lesson learn from Sala Phoum?
- Researching of fish habitat and fish name (Khmer name and Lao name)
- Know on place of fish spawning, fish migration and spawning season.
5- How does Sala Phoum developing (more topics, more villages, and links with
other countries) through the presentation have?
- More topics such as:
+ Research on wild life and bird species.
+ Extant to other village in Ramsar site.
- Communication with other country for share experience.
6- What about result of research on fish species and plant?
- Not clear name fish species and plants
- Try continuing to research.

Group2: there are 10 members

1- Why they like doing Sala Phoum?
- We want to know on the decrease and increase of fish species and plants.
- Plants important and useful for people.
- Plants production to traditional herb.
- Participants to preservation and conservation on Natural resources.
2- What they do not like about Sala Phoum?
- Difficult to meet people for meeting because start the project on villagers busy.
3- How does Sala Phoum benefit to villagers?
- Preservation and conservation fish species and plants.
- Expect to natural resource increase for future.
4- What they have lesson learn from Sala Phoum?
- Can do and discussion on plant and fish species such as: fish habitat, fish spawning
and fish migration.
- Understanding the important and useful the plant for fish habitat and traditional herb
5- How does Sala Phoum developing (more topics, more villages, and links with
other countries) through the presentation have?
-To extant more topics, more villages and communication with other country.
6- What about result of research on fish species and plant?
- Try to research on plant because many plant need to research.
- Not clear number of fish species. Because some fish species have many kinds.

Group3: there are 10 members

1- Why they like doing Sala Phoum?
- To understand the important of Natural resource in Ramsar site
- Improve communicate between village and village.
- To know the level decrease and increase of Natural resources, especially fish species.
- Sustainable using of Natural resource and conservation for future.
2- What they do not like about Sala Phoum?
- When the Sala Phoum project has started since villagers busy with rice field.
- Concerned Sala Phoum project not completed.
3- How does Sala Phoum benefit to villagers?
- Villagers to understand on Sustainable using Natural resource.
- Villagers learning from research of fish species such as: fish migration, fish habitat,
and fish spawning.
4- What they have lesson learn from Sala Phoum?
- Villagers learning from research of fish species such as: fish migration, fish habitat,
and fish spawning.
5- How does Sala Phoum developing (more topics, more villages, and links with
other countries) through the presentation have?
- Extant 5 villages.
- Research on wild life.
- Communication with other country for share experience.
6- What about result of research on fish species and plant?
- Some of result on finding different idea and try to discuss a gain with villagers.

Suggestion for Sala Phoum Project
1- Next workshop presentation, please invite more researchers.
2- Please build up capacities to researchers.
3- Thanks for CEPA and MWBP to support for this project and than continue to
support and extant some more villages.
4- Thanks for Sala Phoum project provide opportunity to villager became to
researcher and monitor of Natural resource in each village and than prepare
management plan for using in future.

Impression of researchers
Ms Sy Channdorn, researcher of Vein Sean, said that I am
happy for Sala Phoum Project. Because this opportunity
for villagers to promote by them self for conservation,
reduce illegal and prepare management plan for natural
resource in each village.

Ms Krim phon, researcher of Koh Lagnor, said that the
research is easy understood about natural resources in
their village.

Mr. Koeng Vuth, researcher of Koh Sneng, said that after
research, we have knowledge about biodiversity
maintenance and fish processing.

Mr. Koeng Vuth, researcher of Koh Sneng, said that
after research, we have knowledge about biodiversity
maintenance and fish processing.

Mr. Say Soy, Team leader of Sala Phoum, said that this is
opportunity for villager to study and research the resource
a round village and easy patrolling illegal fishing in
Ramsar site

